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Objectives of the workshop:

• Draw upon the insight and experiences of young adults who went through 
separation and divorce as youth in order to identify issues and themes 
related to their experiences

• Insights gained from the workshop are used to:

• Help FJIL members develop a sense of empathy for youth

• Help inform further in-the-field design research

• Ground the the FJIL’s work in the lives of those it seeks to assist

Youth Narrative Workshop





Prompting Questions



Workshop Prompting Questions
Story Circle One
Think back to when your parents were in the midst of getting divorced (or 
separated). During this time when did you feel the most helpless, frustrated or 
relieved?

Story Circle Two
During and after your parents divorce (or separation) there were probably  a lot 
of changes in your life. When did you feel the most appreciative, 
disappointed or surprised about the changes?



Workshop Output: Issues & Themes
After approx 100 stories had been told across the 4 workshop tables, the 
stories were analyzed for “issues” and “themes.”

The workshop participants were asked to summarize the action or activity of 
what was happening in the story (one small description per story). These are 
collected, grouped and analyzed as the story issues. 

The workshop participants were then asked to summarize the broader 
meaning of the shared story (one description per story). These were collected, 
grouped, and analyzed as the story themes. 



Workshop Output: Archetypes
Finally, the workshop participants were asked to summarize the characters in 
the story (one or many character descriptions per story). These are collected, 
grouped and analyzed as the story archetypes.  

A worksheet is then completed to bring the characters back to life, to better 
understand some of their attitudes, behaviours, constraints, and context. 

Archetypal characters are the basis for personas - a design artifact that informs 
the question “For whom are we designing?” 





Workshop Output: Issues (6 in total)
6 major issues emerged from the group’s analysis of the stories. 

The majority of the issues referred to the emotional and psychological impact of 
separation and divorce (prior to, during and post divorce). Grappling with 
change  - from socioeconomic to the changing role of the parent(s) (including 
step parents) - was also an area that emerged. 

Summaries follow, with the verbatim, youth written labels from the workshop in 
their final groupings. 



Workshop Output: Issue Summaries
• Not knowing how to communicate and / or lack of communication

Hard work, we don’t know how to talk about this, miscommunication

• Adapting to inevitable change
Needs of the parent, needs of the child, parents choice > children 
must adapt / accept

• Negative feelings and emotions 
Left behind, isolated, confused,  fearful



Workshop Output: Issue Summaries
• Changes to standard of living

Financial inequity, class war, lack of financial literacy, one income family

• Feeling lost or abandoned
Absent parental figure, responsibility, support system, negative role model

• Long lasting emotional and psychological issues 
Neglect, abuse, too young to understand what is happening





Workshop Output: Themes (11 in total)
11 total themes emerged from the group’s* analysis of the stories. 

There was a lot of overlap between the themes and issues that were generated 
in the workshop - from economic stress, feeling lost or abandoned, to not 
having a voice and fearing for one’s safety (as well as the safety of their loved 
ones). One glimmer of positivity is that while there was a feeling of growing up 
too fast, for some this was tempered with discovering one’s own resiliency and 
inner strength. An empathy towards the struggles of the parent(s) was also 
noted.

*Note: The raw themes were sorted, grouped, and labelled by the FJIL project team members in attendance, due to the 
workshop running overtime. Normally this activity would be undertaken by the workshop participants.



Workshop Output: Theme Summaries
• Economic stressors / depletion

Professional help / counselling to aid child, depleted financial and 
emotional resources, lawyers assisting hostile parents

• Disconnection
Missing father / mother figure, escapism, no purpose, appeasement for 
the greater good of the “family”

• Not putting kids needs first
Pressure to take sides, compelled to do something you don’t want to do, 
proxy fighting - objects in place of other issues



Workshop Output: Theme Summaries
• Parental role and authority

Baseless authority, new power dynamics, authority without 
emotional bond

• Loss of / no control
Replacement of family with material goods, desperate for stability

• Protection and safety
Lack of trust in the “system”, need for protection (Please help! intervene!)



Workshop Output: Theme Summaries
• Growing up too fast

Unwanted responsibility, emotional caretaking of parents

• Change / transition
Inconsistency, new authority figures (resentment), coming to terms with 
change

• Personal growth
Humanizing parents / their struggles, creating safe spaces, building 
self-reliance/finding strength



Workshop Output: Theme Summaries
• Neglect

Shaming / cutting off family, community opinion (vulnerable kid)

• Managing (or not) emotional reaction of child
Not allowed to be angry, diminished self esteem, dealing with emotions 
you don’t understand
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